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Names and employment prospects
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Germans with Noble-Sounding Surnames More Often 
Work as Managers 
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Sound Symbolism
High Frequencies - Indicator of Size
Diminutive Suffix
Charles          Charlie
Does the sound of a name change our 
perception of a person? 
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Phase 1: Passive Learning
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Phase 2: Active Learning
Which of these faces is more dominant?
Phase 3: Test
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Results: Male Faces
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Discussion
Dramatic effect of diminutively suffixed name on the perception of 
female faces 
Effect on male faces is less clear cut. 
Dominant facial features override the name effect
Most popular Girls 
Names (2015) 
1. Olivia 
2. Charlotte 
3. Mia 
4. Ava 
5. Amelia 
6. Emily 
7. Sofia/Sophia 
8. Sophie 
9. Chloe 
10. Ruby
Who would pick a Diminutive name?
Most popular Boys 
Names (2015) 
1. Oliver 
2. William 
3. Jack 
4. Noah 
5. Jackson/Jaxon/Jaxson 
6. Thomas 
7. Lucas 
8. James 
9. Alex/Alexander 
10. Ethan
Who would pick a Diminutive name?
?
